
COLORADO COLLEGE 
Diversity and Equity Advisory Board 
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 (virtually through WebEx due to Covid-19) 
 
Present: Neena Grover, Emilie Gray, Natanya Pulley, Christian Sorace, Peony Fhagen, Jan 
Edwards, Cate Guenther, Debra Mortenson, Rosalie Rodriguez, Barbara Wilson and Anneke 
Bruwer 
Absent: Heather Kissack, Cathy Gillis 
 
Meeting was called to order at 2:18 pm 
 
Agenda Block 3 Minutes 
 

 
Approval of Minutes 
 
The following are all discussions that we will begin and continue to one piece at-a-time so we 
make progress over time on each of these. For each future meeting, we will add additional 
items to the list under each of these categories. 
 

1. Starting a discussion on DEAB’s role (10 min) 

 Thinking through the past to present 
 What can DEAB do structurally to increase our impact on anti-racism  
 Reflect on last 5 year and what some of the major diversity/racism events 

that have occurred at CC and how could DEAB have responded to that 
had we had more power or a stronger voice and how can we better 
prepare ourselves to respond in the future  

 Reflect on accusations from students about racist acts by faculty in class, 
does or can DEAB have an accountability role in that  

 Other faculty members agree and students of tend to reach out to certain 
faculty to complain about other faculty - students looking for a place to 
talk about concerns, can DEAB serve as an advisory or reporting 
component  

 Hiring for native American specialist, search fell apart and snowball effect 
from trauma and hurt felt in the community, would have been great to 
have DEAB there to talk about different complications of process and 
different stakeholders, and give feedback and support  

 During evolution of the committee, student concerns kept popping up 
but wasn’t in charge so not included in bigger conversations, it should be 
included in charge and not just be faculty and staff as student drive all 
our work  

 Question on whether students have ever been considered to be included 
in DEAB 



 DEAB was a compilation from other faculty and staff committees and 
students were not a part of those, so discussed yes but never considered  

 First DEAB meeting we brought this up and now continue conversation 
now from week 1, identify that students need a place to go to complain 
about faculty other than dean’s office 

 Leadership has at times said they have no power to change faulty, which 
is not true, how can students reach intersecting of identity with faculty 
and staff and what does accountability look like, how can DEAB be that 
accountability 

 As we create positions at CC, how can DEAB be a part of the structure of 
those positions 

 SADean for Faculty assisting faculty in helping process how students are 
feeling in their classrooms, repairing when damage has been done in the 
classroom, and work on that with faculty,  

 Can DEAB could do that for others too 
 DEAB having a better platform to give updates on a larger server like In 

The Loop – give actually updates and not just introductions 
 DEAB create platform for faculty, staff, students to connect complaints to 

various people that can help and keep accountability. Delegate those 
complaints out to 3 SAD/DEI leadership that apply to their entities  
 

 
2. DEAB role in faculty hires (10 min) 

 Role in Target of Opportunity hires 

 DEAB role in faculty searches in general  
 Training for those on search committees as diversity reps, especially 

those outside of DEAB 
 Having DEAB represent on search committees speaks volumes of CC 

commitment  
 Would role be evaluative or non-evaluative. Consider and work with 

faculty search committee to identify what questions they would like us to 
ask or encourage to ask the candidate when creating our own questions  

 DEAB has to decide if we will be evaluative/non-evaluative, needs to have 

two components – questions and informational. Decide offline what kind 

of role we can serve. Take conversation to Teams to delegate the work 

between all members. 

 We are in the process of evolution as we move forward. DEAB doing 
some of the work this year to identify what our role is on campus and 
different divisions and within general standards. Having college wide 
commitment to DEI, how the people we are interviewing and hiring fits 
into our DEI work and provide a step back view on how their role could 
look like on campus in a non-evaluate way.  



 Responsibility of a DEAB member on committee and the weight of that 
and would we prefer it to be a separate entity or committee that serve in 
that manner – speak with folks outside of department and not rely on 
someone in that department or search committee to take on that role in 
terms of bias  

 Talk about what we do for diversity as a College and not just as a 
department, take some of that pressure off of the search committee to 
have to explain or advocate for that  

 Advocate for one faculty and one staff member to be meeting with 
upcoming candidates to honor the relationship between staff and faculty 
and various searches across the board 

 If we are meeting with faculty candidates we should be meeting with 
staff candidates, stronger parody between two entities as it relates to 
searches  

 
3. Job description analysis (10 min) 

 Are there “must haves” for all CC jobs? (like, equity statement) 
 Faculty JD speak to various areas of diversity and has a strong message to 

applicants but that statement lacks in Staff position 
 Need to have more clear identifications on diversity and ARIP in job 

postings and job descriptions, must have strong message to applicant 
about what CC goals/missions are before applying 

 No mention of ARIP or diversity commitment in CC NEW or any other 
onboarding process 

 Outdated Diversity Commitment Statement, include DEAB in review and 
update of document  

 Look at recruitment through a DEI lens and promote the pledge CC has 
made to be anti-racist, should reflect in our reach pools  

 No Talent Acquisition Manager to recruit with specific lenses  
 Additionally, no mention of ARIP in important PD such as Talent 

Acquisition Manager  
 Hiring candidates for positions specifically related to ARIP support 

without preparing them for that component or even mentioning it 
 Looking at Hiring Firm HR works with to recruit, not just hire for position 

the recruitment should include much wider spectrum  
 Suggest CC needs to have general onboarding for DEI to anyone coming 

onto campus, liaison training for staff and faculty 
 What can DEAB’s role be to assist in DEI training for onboarding  
 How can that transfer to students? As there is a lot more conversation 

with students about DEI than there is with Staff and Faculty at times 
 Need to hire a person that identifies with diversity goals of college 
 Other statements need updating too, ex. Accessibility statements also 

needs to change and be more inclusive  



 Faculty searches are required to submit a diversity statements, should 
require the same for staff searches, additionally what levels of diversity 
statements should be required based on level of position  

 Noted that the statement can be updated by including that at this College 
we not only promise equity and equality because it is required by law but 
because that’s part of our value system  

 Additionally, is the process of becoming an employee at CC accessible?  
 Financial assistance within hiring process, how are we communicating or 

offering travel assistance and reimbursements  
 PD should be written with purpose to keep people accountable.  
 What does it mean to be successful here at CC, including key points to 

share with staff council and other stakeholders 
 

4. Victor Nelson-Cisneros Diversity and Inclusion award review  

 Where and when do we reflect on nominations? In next meeting or offline? 

 Evaluate what nominators wrote, how they wrote it, what was the context and 
quality of context of nominations  

 Given in the nominations, how do we decide how well does it fit the nomination, 
criteria and taking that into consideration when creating the rubric  

 Create document on Teams for everyone to use, everyone makes suggestions, 
then one person can put it together and create a rubric in order to have the 
opportunity to choose a winner fairly  

 Have to add not applicable or zero point into rubric to not put anyone at a higher 
point than other, every nominee doesn’t have to have done very criteria of the 
award to be qualified  

 
 
Next Steps:  

 DEAB review certain job descriptions and PD’s from DEI lens 

 Work on and review current EEO statement  

 Continue discussion on what DEAB’s role is 

 Isms Conversation 

 DEAB’s participation in Faculty searches in the last block  

 Website and roles of different groups 

 Responding/intervening when massive email conversations are taking place 

 President's Leadership Awards and the review of the Victor Nelson-Cisneros Diversity 

and Inclusion nominations and selection rubric 

 How to share work/tasks on Teams 

 Improve on our own training and development as DEI leaders at CC  

 The role of a DEAB member 
o Beginning training for DEAB members (DEI team)  

 



 Isms conversation  
o Read the report on Islamophobia (forwarded earlier) 

 
 

 Signup for tasks to be done in smaller teams (for tasks that will come back for larger 
conversations at different points)  

o Website development? Other communication options? 

 Moved from Slack to Team 

 Website has been updated with most recent information  
o DEI Resource already at the college (Chaplain, student groups) 
o Student, faculty, and staff training? 
o Recruitment practices? 

 

 
 


